ACROSS
1 You probably dislike playing "Canon in D" if you play this instrument.
2 A percussion instrument made of wooden bars that sound with the hit of a mallet.
3 A set of symbols that clamp together with the use of a foot pedal.
4 The biggest brass instrument.
5 The instrument "Clair de Lune" was composed for.
6 An instrument found primarily in folk, traditional Irish, and country music.
7 A woodwind instrument in the double reed family that plays music written in the bass and tenor clefs.
8 This instrument begins "Another One Bites the Dust" by Queen along with a drumset.
9 An essential instrument in Rock n' Roll.
10 An instrument you must push together and pull apart to generate sound.
11 The largest and lowest-pitched bowed string instrument in the modern symphony orchestra.
12 An instrument with 47 strings.
13 Another name for the English Horn.
14 The largest drum in a standard drum kit.
15 Bass, A Flat, E Flat, Contrabass, and Alto are all types of this instrument.

DOWN
1 Thin, round plates of metal alloys.
2 You can wear this instrument around your neck and play it with no hands.
3 A small, geometric, steel instrument.
4 Louis Armstrong played this instrument.
5 This instrument was originally called the "sackbut."
6 The instrument that usually tunes the orchestra.
7 A skinny, silver instrument that can reach very high notes.
8 The instrument heard at the beginning of "Blackbird" by The Beatles.
9 If you play this instrument, you will be asked to play "Careless Whisper" at every waking moment.
10 A brass instrument with a very circular center.
11 A precursor to the piano.
12 The primary instrument that uses the alto clef.
13 A pitched instrument that consists of several foot pedals.
14 An unpitched instrument you can find in every marching band, strapped to the player's body.
15 Also known as kettle drums.
16 An instrument you can often find made of plastic, in a children's classroom.
17 A small instrument with 4 strings.
18 A drum you can sit on.